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Introd uct ion
Art ific ial Braided Pneumatic Muscles
(A BPM) are widely used in different
industria l disciplines. especia lly in
robot-arm manufacturing because of
the lesser weight . better sensitivity for
reacti ve forces. similarity 10 the human
muscle operation and the simplic ity.
The ABPM is primarily a cy lindrica l
a ir-actuator having a rubber bladde r
act ing as an air seal. surrounded by
inelastic fibre mesh to control its
expansion . When the ABPM
pressur ises, the diameter of the
cylinder increases whilst the length
dec reases. (Fig ure 1)

Fig ure- 01. The expansion and the
contraction of the ABPM

When ,an external pulling force is
acted at the end of the ABPM . it takes
an extension x from the point of
maximum contraction. The objectives
of the research are to construct a
mathematical model that comp utes the
force exerted for a given extension at a
known pressure based on reasonable
assumptions and to val idate the model
using actual data (presented by the
manufacturers).
Since the innovation of the
' Expand able Cover' in early 1940s by
C. R. Johnson and R. C. Pierce, there
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were renovat ions of the same concept
for different purposes such as using it
as an actuator by Gay lord and
med ical-physical applications by
Mckibben [Chou et 81 1996 J. In
add ition, the development of
Mathematical Models such as Gaylord
in 1965, Chou et al in 1996. Colbnnm
et al in 200 1, etc describing the
operation have taken place. However.
the number of research carried out so
far for analytica l modelling is
insufficient while the ava ilable model s
are comp licated and subj ected 10

errors. For exampl e the formula
derived by Cho u and Hannaford in
1996 contains the braid angle 8 in the
fina l model, leading practica l
difficulties in applying it as 8 varies
with extension x and due to the
difficult ies of taking instantaneous
measures. The ene rgy method used by
Klute is com plicated and the results
are not accurate enough compared
with the complexity. Colbrunu's
results are not accurate as Klute' s
Model, or the Model described in this
paper. Present ly Festo Corporation,
Bridgestone and Shadow Robot
com panies manufacture the ABPMs.

Materials a nd Methods
A prototy pe ABPM was used to
understand the configuration. Beca use,
the length in the ending. conical
portions is negl igible compared to the
tota l length, the pressurised ABPM
was assumed as cylindrica l. The stress
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on the rubber bladder was neglected.
as it is a highly elastic material having
a negligible thickness. First. the hoop
and the longitudinal stresses were
calculated. Then the tensions were
deduced.

r
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Figure 02. Tensions at a crossing

Lei T be the tension of a fibre band
caused by an extension x. Let T " T2
indicate the tensions acting along two
fibres at a crossing (Figure 2). (T1 and
'1': are equal in magnitude) Dotted
arro ws show the resolved components
of T. and T2 along the hoop and the
longitud inal directions respectively.
The summation of the longitudinal
components Tu., T21. leads to the
longitudinal tension (T.. ) that drives
the axial motion of the ABPM. The
Hoop components Till and T211 are nOI
cancel ling ofT as they are acting on
two fibre bands. In fact. they lead to
increase 28 • the angle between two
fibre bands in a crossing. causing the
radial expansion. As the total
longitud inal tension NTL (N is the
number of fibre bands). drives the
axial mot ion of the ABPM. each TL

leads to decrease 20 . Therefore. the
arithmet ic difference between NTr.:

(17;,1 =17;,1=17;1) and the total hoop

tensions NT,,: (17;,,1=IT,"I~ IT"I)
determines the ABPM operation. Let
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T, be the difference of 1; and T• . Then

the force F, exerted by the ABPM is:
.,

F. = L~ COSO = iV(1; - 7~ ) cosO( I)
~,

Results
Let x - be the extension from the point
of maximum contraction.
x ~ ( I -k) L - L. (2)

where L", is the length of the cylinder

at maximum contraction. and L is the
length before pressurizing. k is the
percentage contraction and the
practical observation of 20% was used
in simulation as the upper bound of k .
O= tan-' (" D,I(L. +x») (3 )

where n - is the number of fibre turns
per cylinder length. (n = 2 for the
prototype ABPM) Dr is the diameter

at an extension. x. Considering the
volume consistency at maximum
contraction. and at k% of contraction.

D. ~ D. J L. /(L. +x) (4)

D", :the diameter at L",.
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Figure 03. CTJ, and (7/

The hoop stress o, (Figure 3-a) and

the longitudinal stress (I, (Figure 3-b)
are given by the equations (5) and (6).
CT. =(D, - 2w)p / 2u' (5)

o , = (D, - 2w)' P/ [4M'( D, - ...)] (6)

where P is the actuator pressure, and
w is the cross sectional height o f a
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fibre band. The cross sec tion of a fibre
band was assumed as rectangular
having a wid th of 2w as opposed to
the adjacent circular c ross sections.
The equation ( 7) holds for any stress.

(8), (9) compute the hoop force FI,

and the longitudina l force F; .
(Y = F I A (7 )

where. F is the force, and A is the
cross sec tiona l area .
F" = nNT.SinB. (8)

J<~ = nN7;CosB. (9)
Solving the eq uations (5). (6). (7). (8)
and (Q) yie lds.

T. = P(D, - 2w)(L. +x)

II 2nNSinB,

T _ /'( 0 , - 2ltf (L... +x)CosB, ( II )
, - 4nN( DJ( - W}Sil1:B,

At maximum contraction (Fig 02)

x = 0 . T~ = 1'1,.D, -e D... and e, -+8",

~~'I =T" :[or, k = J.2 ( 12)

T"H = l ; sinB... (13 )

~, =T, cosO. ( 14)

By simpl ifying ( 12). (13) and ( 14):

0. = 45' ( 15)

Discussio n

T he equa tions above ca lculate F (in,
Equat ion 0 I). The expe rimenta l data
var iations were taken from the product
spec ifications provided by Bridgestone
Co. Ltd. for comparison purposes.
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Figu re 04. Simula tion
The co mparison infers that the formula
pred icts F, with reasonable accuracy
(s imulation for 40 em actuator) . The
variables w, nand N were assigned in
co mparison with the prototype of
length 35 em. T he model might
perfo rm better \..ith prec ise param eter
values. The expe rimenta l data show a
hyster isis due to the friction

Conclusion
Tensions at the co nica l ends ignored
and it may cause an error. However
the longe r the cylinder. the lower the
ratio of conical length to cy lindrical
leng th and there fore the model suits
better for longer AB PMs and it has to
modify for shorter ABPMs. As the
model is sensitive for the acc uracy of
the paramete rs. they have to be
mea sured carefully. The bysterisis may
be obta ined by incorporating the
fr iction.
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